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Abstract 

This paper reveals the investigation of separation axioms in neutrosophic fuzzy supra 

topological spaces. We define neutrosophic fuzzy supra topological iT -spaces  .2,1i  We call 

them NFST- iT -spaces  .2,1i  We investigate some of their basic properties and 

characterization theorems in neutrosophic fuzzy supra topological spaces. We establish the 

relationship between neutrosophic fuzzy supra 0T -space and neutrosophic fuzzy supra 1T -

space. We investigate the necessary and sufficient conditions for two neutrosophic fuzzy supra 

topological spaces to be NFST- iT - spaces  .2,1i  We study the notion of neutrosophic supra 

hereditary property and its applications. 

1. Introduction 

Human beings are dealing with real life problems due to uncertainty in 

their everyday life. To overcome this uncertainty, Zadeh [28] revealed the 

notion of fuzzy sets theory. As it was limited to control all types of real life 

problems due to uncertainty, Atanaosv [2] invented the notion of 

intuitionistic fuzzy sets theory associating with membership and non- 

membership values. Still it was not sufficient to resolve all types of situations 

in decision making problems under uncertainty. Thereafter, Smarandache 

[23, 24] considered the elements with membership, non-membership and 

indeterministic values and talked the notion of neutrosophic sets and further 
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investigated on neutrosophic sets [25]. Salama and Alblowi [20, 21] referred 

the notion of neutrosophic topological spaces. Salama et al. [22] investigated 

on new neutrosophic crisp topological concepts. 

The notions of supra topological spaces, supra open sets and supra closed 

sets were introduced by Mashhour et al. [13]. Thereafter, ME Abd El-Monsef 

et al. [1] introduced the concept of fuzzy supra topological as a natural 

generalization of the notion of supra topological spaces. Babu and Aswini [3] 

studied on fuzzy neutrosophic supra topological spaces. Turah [27] studied on 

intuitionistic fuzzy supra topological spaces. 

Further several researchers [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] 

contributed themselves to investigate neautrosophic topological spaces in 

different directions. Following their works, we introduce and study 

separation axioms in neutrosophic fuzzy supra topological spaces. The 

chapter is subdivided is as follows. The next section briefly focuses on some 

known definitions and results which are relevant for investigation. In section 

3, we introduce and investigate separation axioms in neutrosophic supra 

topological spaces. Conclusion appears in last section. 

2. Preliminaries 

Here we procure some basic concepts to reveal the study. 

Definition 2.1[28]. Let X be a universal set. A fuzzy set (in short, FS) A 

in X is characterized by a membership function A  which associates with 

each point x in X with a real number in the interval  ,1,0  with the value of 

 xA  at x representing the “grade of membership” of X in A. Let  xX   be 

a universal set. A Fuzzy set A in X is a set of order pair 

   XxxxA A  :,  where  1,0:  XA  and  xA  is the degree of 

belongingness of x in A. 

Definition 2.2[2]. Let X be a non-empty set. An intuitionistic fuzzy set 

(in short, IFS) A in X is an object having the form 

     ,:,, XxxxxA AA   where the functions    xx AA  ,  

 1,0: X  define respectively, the degree of membership and degree of 

non-membership of the element Xx   to the set A, which is a subset of X 
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and for every element     .10,  xxXx AA  Furthermore, we have 

     xxx AA  1  called the intuitionistic fuzzy set index or hesitation 

margin of x in A.  x  is the degree of indeterminacy of Xx   to the IFS A 

and    1,0 xA  i.e.,    1,0:  XxA  and   10  xA  for every 

.Xx    xA  expresses the lack of knowledge of whether x belongs to IFS A 

or not. 

Definition 2.3[20]. Let X be a universal set. A neutrosophic set (in short, 

NS) A in X is a set contains triplet having truthiness, falseness and 

indeterminacy membership values taken from  .1,0  These can be 

characterized independently and denoted by AAA IFT ,,  respectively. The 

neutrosophic set is denoted as follows: 

       XxxIxFxTxA AAA  :,,,  and        .1,0,, xIxFxT AAA  

There is no restriction on the sum of    xFxT AA ,  and  ,xIA  so  

      .3,,0  xIxFxT AAA  

The null and full NSs on a non-empty set X are denoted by N0  and ,1N  

defined as follows: 

Definition 2.4[20]. The neutrosophic sets N0  and N1  in X are 

represented as follows: 

(i)  .:1,0,0,0 XxxN   

(ii)  .:11,0,0 XxxN   

(iii)  .:0,1,0,0 XxxN   

(iv)  .:0,0,0,0 XxxN   

(v)  .:0,0,1,1 XxxN   

(vi)  .:1,0,1,1 XxxN   

(vii)  .:0,1,1,1 XxxN   

(viii)  .:1,1,1,1 XxxN   
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Clearly, .10 NN   We have, for any neutrosophic set .10, NN AA   

Definition 2.5[26]. The following statements are true for neutrosophic 

sets A and B on X: 

(i)        xFxFxTxT BABA  ,  and    xIxI BA   for all Xx   if and 

only if .BA   

(ii) BA   and AB   if and only if .BA   

(iii)                .,min,,min,,min, xIxIxFxFxTxTxBA BABABA   

(iv)                .,max,,max,,max, xIxIxFxFxTxTxBA BABABA   

Remark 2.6[26]. More generally, the intersection and the union of a 

collection of neutrosophic sets   ,iiA  are defined by 

(i)           .:inf,sup,inf, XxxIxFxTxA
iii AiAiAiii    

(ii)           .:sup,inf,sup, XxxIxFxTxA
iii AiAiAiii    

Definition 2.7[20]. Let        XxxIxFxTxA AAA  :,,,  and 

       1,0,, xIxFxT AAA  be a neutrosophic set on X. Then the 

complement of A, denoted by  ACO  may be defined in three ways as listed 

below: 

(i)          .:,,, XxxIxFxTxACO AAA    

(ii)          .:,1,, XxxTxIxFxACO AAA    

(iii)          .:1,1,1, XxxFxIxTxACO AAA   

Definition 2.8[12]. Let A and B be two neutrosophic sets on X. Then the 

difference of A and B is also a neutrosophic set on X, defined as 

             .:1,,,\ XxxIxIxFxFxTxTxBA BABABA   

Definition 2.9[20]. Let X be a non-empty set and T be the collection of 

neutrosophic subsets of X. Then T is said to be a neutrosophic topology (in 

short, NT) on X if the following properties hold: 

(i) .1,0 TNN   
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(ii) ., 2121 TUUTUU    

(iii) ,TUii    for every collection   .: TiUi   

Then  TX ,  is called a neutrosophic topological space (in short, NTS) 

over X. The members of T are called neutrosophic open sets (in short, NOS). 

A neutrosophic set D is called neutrosophic closed set (in short, NCS) if and 

only if cD  is a neutrosophic open set. 

Definition 2.10[20]. Let  TX ,  be a NTS and U be a NS in X. Then the 

neutrosophic interior (in short, intN ) and neutrosophic closure (in short, 

clN ) of U are defined by  

   EEUN :int   is a NOS in X and ,UE   

   FFUNcl :  is a NCS in X and .FU   

Remark 2.11[20]. Clearly  UNint  is the largest neutrosophic open set 

over X which is contained in U and  UNcl  is the smallest neutrosophic 

closed set over X which contains U. 

Proposition 2.12[20]. For any NS B in  ,, TX  we have 

(i)      .int
c

cl
c BNBN   

(ii)      .int
cc

cl BNBN   

Definition 2.13[3]. A neutrosophic fuzzy supra topology (in short, NFST) 

of a non-empty set X is a family T  of neutrosophic fuzzy supra subsets in X 

satisfying the following axioms: 

(i) .1,0  TNN  

(ii)   ,TGi  all collection   .:  TJiGi  

In this case, the pair  TX ,  is called a neutrosophic fuzzy supra 

topological space (in short, NFSTS) and any neutrosophic fuzzy supra set in 

T  is known as neutrosophic fuzzy supra open set (in short, NFSOS) in X. 
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The complement of NFSOS in the NFSTS  TX ,  is called neutrosophic 

fuzzy supra closed set (NFSCS). 

Example 2.14[3]. Let  yX   and consider the family 

 RQPT NN ,,,1,0  where   ,7.0,4.0,3.0,yP     ,8.0,6.0,2.0,yQ   

  .7.0,6.0,3.0,yR   Then  TX ,  is NFSTS on X. 

Definition 2.15[3]. Let  TX ,  be NFSTS and   ppp FITyP ,,,  be 

a NFSS in X. Then the neutrosophic fuzzy supra interior and neutrosophic 

fuzzy supra closure of P are denoted by  PNFScl  and  PNFS int  

respectively and are defined as below: 

(i)    QQPNFScl :  is a NFSCS in X and .QP   

(ii)    RRPNFS :int   is a NFSOS in X and .PR   

Remark 2.16[3]. (i) Note that  PNFScl  is a NFSCS and  PNFS int  is 

a NFSOS in X. 

(ii) P is a NFSCS in X if and only if   .PPNFScl   

(iii) P is a NFSOS in X if and only if   .int PPNFS   

Example 2.17. Let  yX   and consider the family 

 GRPT NN ,,,1,0  is a NFSTS where   7.0,3.0,4.0,yP   and 

  .7.0,3.0,3.0,yR   Let   4.0,3.0,5.0,yG   be a NFSOS in X. 

Then    RPRPGNFS ,:,int   are NFSOSs in X and 

., GRGP   

     .7.0,3.0,4.0,int PyGNFS   

Thus P is  .int GNFS  

Here NFSCSs are complement of NFSOSs. 

Thus     3.0,7.0,6.0,yPCO   and     3.0,7.0,7.0,yRCO   are 

NFSCSs. 
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Then           RCOPCORCOPCOGNFScl ,:,  are NFSCSs in X 

and    ., RCOGPCOG   

Now       .3.0,7.0,6.0, PCOyGNFScl   Thus  PCO  is  .GNFScl  

Proposition 2.18[3]. Let  TX ,  be a NFSTS over X. Then the following 

properties hold: 

(i)      .int PNFSCOPCONFScl   

(ii)      .int PNFSclCOPCONFS   

3. Separation Axioms Induced by NFSTS 

Definition 3.1. A NFSTS  TX ,  over X is called neutrosophic fuzzy 

supra topological 0T -space, denoted by NFST- 0T -space if for any distinct pair 

of points yx,  of X, there exists one NFSOS A in T  such that any one of the 

following two conditions holds: 

(i) Ax   but Ay   or 

(ii) ., AyAx   

Theorem 3.2. A NFSTS  TX ,  over X is NFST- 0T -space if and only if 

for each pair of distinct points yx,  of    ., yNFSclxNFSclX   

Proof. Sufficiency. Suppose that yxXyx  ,,  and 

   .yNFSclxNFScl   

Let Xu   such that  xNFSclu   but  .yNFSclu   

We claim that  ,yNFSclx   for  ,yNFSclx   then 

   .yNFSclxNFScl   This contradicts the fact that  .yNFSclu   

Consequently,   c
yNFSclx   to which y does not belong. Thus  TX ,  is 

NFST- 0T -space. 

Sufficiency. Let a NFSTS  TX ,  over X be NFST- 0T -space and 
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.,, yxXyx   Then there exists NFSOS A for which Ax   or .Ay   

Then cA  is a NFSCS for which Ax   and .cAy   

Since  yNFScl  is the smallest NFSCS containing y, so   cAyNFScl   

and therefore  .yNFSclx   

Hence    .yNFSclxNFScl   

Definition 3.3. Let  TX ,  be a NFSTS over X and E be a subset of X. 

Then the classes ET  of all intersections of E with T -NFSOSs of X belong to 

T  is a topology on E. This topology is called relative neutrosophic fuzzy 

supra topological space or neutrosophic fuzzy supra subspace. 

Example 3.4. Let  yX   and consider the family 

 RQPT NN ,,,1,0  where   ,3.0,4.0,3.0,yP    ,3.0,5.0,4.0,yQ   

  .3.0,6.0,5.0,yR  Then  TX ,  is NFSTS on X. Again  PT NN
E ,1,0  

and  ETE,  is a relative neutrosophic fuzzy supra topological space. 

Definition 3.5. Let  TX ,  be a NFSTS over X and p be any property in 

X. Then we call p as neutrosophic supra hereditary (in short, NSH) if it 

appears in a relative neutrosophic fuzzy supra topological space. 

Theorem 3.6. Let NFSTS  TX ,  over X be NFST- 0T -space. Then the 

relative neutrosophic fuzzy supra topological space  ETE,  is NFST- 0T -

space. 

Proof. Given  TX ,  is NFSTS and .XE   Let Eee 21 ,  and 

.21 ee   We have to show that  ETE,  is NFST- 0T -space. As ,, 21 Eee   so 

., 21 Xee   There exists NFSOS XA   such that A containing one of 

21 , ee , but not both. Now we have Ee 1  and .1 Ae   Then AEe 1  or 

Ee 2  and .2 Ae   Then .2 AEe   

Hence  ETE,  is NFST- 0T -space. 
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Definition 3.7. Let    
 21 ,,: TYTXf  be a neutrosophic fuzzy supra 

homeomorphism (in short, NFSH). Let p be any property in X. We say that p 

is neutrosophic fuzzy topological property if p appears in Y. 

Theorem 3.8. The property p NFST- 0T -space is neutrosophic fuzzy 

topological property. 

Proof. Let  1, TX  and  2, TY  be two NFSTSs and 

   
 21 ,,: TYTXf  be a NFSH. Let  1, TX  be obey the property p  

NFST- 0T -space. We have to show that  2, TY  is NFST- 0T -space. Let 

Yyy 21 ,  and .21 yy   Since f is bijective, there exists 21 xx   such that 

   ., 2211 xfyxfy   Since  2, TY  is NFST- 0T -space, there exists a 

NFSOS A such that AxAx  21 ,  or ., 21 AxAx   Since f is bijective, 

 Af  is also a NFSOS in Y and for ,,, 2121 yyYyy   we have 

       AfxfAfxf  21 ,  or        ., 21 AfxfAfxf   Hence  2, TY  is 

NFST- 0T -space. 

Theorem 3.9. The two NFSTSs  1, TX  and  2, TY  are NFST- 0T -

spaces if and only if YX   is a NFST- 0T -space. 

Proof. Sufficiency. Let  1, TX  and  2, TY  be two NFST- 0T -spaces. If 

   ,,, 2211 yxyx   then either 21 xx   or .21 yy   We claim .21 xx   Since 

X is NFST- 0T -space, there exists a NFSOS A such that AxAx  21 ,  or 

., 21 AxAx   Now NFSOS .YXYA   So   YAyx 11 ,  or 

  ., 22 YAyx   Thus YX   is a NFST- 0T -space. 

Necessity. Let YX   be a NFST- 0T -space. To show that X is NFST- 0T -

space. We take .,, 2121 xxXxx   Then there exists two points 

   yxyx ,,, 21  where    .,, 21 yxyx   Since YX   is a NFST- 0T -space, 

there exists a NFSOS YXA   such that     AyxAyx  ,,, 21  or 

    .,,, 21 AyxAyx   Since     ,,,, 21 AyxAyx   therefore 

AxAx  21 ,  or ., 21 AxAx   Thus  1, TX  is NFST- 0T -space. 

Similarly, we can show that  2, TY  is NFST- 0T -space. 
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Definition 3.10. A NFSTS  TX ,  over X is called fuzzy neutrosophic 

supra topological 1T -space, denoted by NFST- 1T  if for any pair of distinct 

points yx,  of X, there exist two NFSOSs BA,  in T  such that the following 

two conditions hold: 

(i) BxAx  ,  and 

(ii) ., AyBy   

Remark 3.11. Every NFST- 1T -space is NFST- 0T -space. But the 

converse is not true. 

Example 3.12. Let  yxX ,  and consider the family 

 PT NN ,1,0  where   .5.0,3.0,4.0,yP   Then  TX ,  is a NFST-

0T -space on X but not NFST- 1T -space. 

Theorem 3.13. Let NFSTS  TX ,  over X be NFST- 1T -space. Then the 

relative neutrosophic fuzzy supra topological space  ETE,  is NFST- 1T - 

space. 

Proof. Given  TX ,  is NFST- 1T -space. Let Eee 21 ,  and .21 ee   

We have to show that  ETE,  is NFST- 1T -space. As ,, 21 Eee   so 

., 21 Xee   There exists two NFSOSs XBA ,  such that BeAe  21 ,  

and ., 21 AeBe   Now we have BEeAEe   21 ,  and 

., 21 AEeBEe    Hence  ETE,  is NFST- 1T -space. 

Theorem 3.14. The property p NFST- 1T -space is neutrosophic fuzzy 

topological property. 

Proof. Let  1, TX  and  2, TY  be two NFSTSs and 

   
 21 ,,: TYTXf  be a NFSH. Let  1, TX  be obey the property 

p NFST- 1T -space. We have to show that  2, TY  is NFST- 1T -space. Let 

Yyy 21 ,  and .21 yy   Since f is bijective, there exists 21 xx   such that 
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   ., 2211 xfyxfy   Since  2, TY  is NFST- 1T -space, there exist two 

NFSOSs A and B such that BxAx  11 ,  and ., 22 AxBx   Since f is 

bijective,  Af  and  Bf  are also two NFSOSs in Y and for 

,,, 2121 yyYyy   we have f        BfxfAfxf  11 ,  and 

       ., 22 AfxfBfxf   Hence  2, TY  is NFST- 1T -space. 

Theorem 3.15. The two NFSTSs  1, TX  and  2, TY  are NFST- 1T -

spaces if and only if YX   is a NFST- 1T -space. 

Proof. Sufficiency. Let  1, TX  and  2, TY  be two NFST- 0T -spaces. If 

   ,,, 2211 yxyx   then either 21 xx   or .21 yy   We claim .21 xx   Since 

X is NFST- 1T -space, there exists a NFSOS A and B such that 

BxAx  11 ,  or ., 21 AxBx   Now YA   and YB   are two NFSOSs 

.YX   So   YAyx 11 ,  but   Byx 11 ,  and   YByx 22 ,  but 

  ., 22 YAyx   Thus YX   is a NFST- 1T -space. 

Necessity. Let YX   be a NFST- 1T -space. To show that X is NFST- 1T -

space. We take .,, 2121 xxXxx   Then there exists two points 

    .,,, 21 YXyxyx   Since YX   is a NFST- 1T -space, there exists a 

NFSOSs YXBA ,  such that     AyxAyx  ,,, 21  and 

    .,,, 12 AyxAyx   Now there exist two NFSOSs 21 , AA  such that 

.21 AAA   Since     AyxAyx  ,,, 21  and     ,,,, 12 ByxAyx   

therefore 1211 , AxAx   or ., 1122 AxAx   Thus  1, TX  is NFST- 1T -

space. Similarly, we can show that  2, TY  is NFST- 1T -space. 

4. Conclusion 

In this paper, we have studied some new separation axioms in 

neutrosophic fuzzy supra topological spaces. We have introduced and 

investigated neutrosophic fuzzy supra  2,1iTi  spaces. We have shown 

that every neutrosophic fuzzy supra 1T -space is neutrosophic fuzzy supra  

0T -space. But the converse is not true. We have established some other 
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relationship between these two spaces. We have studied some 

characterization theorems of these two newly defined spaces. It is expected 

that the work done will help in further investigation of the separation axioms 

in neutrosophic fuzzy supra topological spaces. In the future, it is hoped that 

the notion of separation which have been studied here can also be extended in 

neutrosophic crisp supra bi-topological spaces [19], neutrosophic supra tri-

topological spaces [4] etc. The author will extend the notion of separation 

axioms in refined neutrosophic crisp supra topological spaces and 

neutrosophic crisp supra bi-topological spaces as new possible research 

works. 
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